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I welcome all readers to the first

edition of the Badge in 2010, a

year which I think will be a

defining one as far as the future

of the Cab Trade is concerned. 

I have recently attended the

second workshop regarding the

Mayors new Emission Strategy

and I must say that we seem to

be just as far apart as when we

started. It is understandable that

TFL would like to upgrade the

fleet in London to a more cleaner

and modern fleet of vehicles.

However until those in Authority

can stop the erosion of our liveli-

hood by the ever expanding

hordes of Illegal touting that goes

on un-checked every day, then

the finances required for invest-

ment in new such vehicles will not

be attainable.

I recently received from L.T.I an

article regarding the sale of new

TX4`s in Poland 

what struck me was the fact that

all the taxis were one distinctive

colour, bright yellow,nearly all

Major cities have a colour code

when it comes to their taxi fleets

We in London are famous

throughout the world for our

"Black Taxis " but as we all know

throughout the last 15 years or so

we have had a multitude of

colours. With the successful

launch of the Mercedes Vito Taxi

we at the LCDC feel it is high time

for all Licensed Taxis in the

Capital to be one colour BLACK

and that all Private Hire Vehicles

be either silver or grey. 

In this issue of the Badge you

will read many articles relating to

Radio Circuits and in particular the

use of the so called " one stop

shop ". We believe at the LCDC

that this has done more harm to

our Trade than any other develop-

ment in the last few years. It has

given Private Hire the thing which

they most crave ie: respectability !

It has been the Trojan Horse

which has allowed them access to

some of the most largest and

lucrative Licensed Taxi accounts

in London.

As you have seen from the front

page we are Introducing a pilot

scheme to protect both Licensed

Cab Drivers and public alike from

the ever increasing threats from

Illegal touts who in the current

economic climate grow more

desperate every day.

It seems in London at night, it is

whoever has the biggest stick

gets the work!

Please support us and help

make this initiative a success.

A YEAR OF ACTION AHEAD
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THEY MOST
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Accessibility U-Turns
The desperate but legitimate

desire by most drivers to

have better choice of vehicle

has given weight to having

the conditions of fitness

rules changed to allow taxis

with a larger turning circle to

enter the London market.

Luckily the majority of driv-

ers do still appear to favour

the u-turn capability, realis-

ing that is one of our few

remaining USP's (unique

selling points) left to combat

the tsunami of PHV's sweep-

ing the capital.

The Merc' Vito taxi has an

inferior u-turn due to its slug-

gish operation, however the

trade should respect the effort

made by its backers to bring

this vehicle to market.  It is a

much-needed breath of fresh

air injected into a stagnant pro-

fession.  For every negative

one can say about the Merc',

and there are only a few, there

are at least five positives.

Without it we would be in a

very sorry state indeed.  Some

drivers  comment that the

Merc' is best suited for LHR

and night work.

Allied Vehicles have managed

to get the turning circle

requirement overturned in two

UK cities.  The London taxi

profession should emphatically

resist such a change and the

main argument is accessibility.

A significant number of taxi

passengers have discrete dis-

abilities that do not require the

use of a wheelchair.  These

customers may not be able to

walk far and need the taxi to

get as close to them as possi-

ble; the same manoeuvrability

may be required at set-down.

Recently Yours Truly, recover-

ing from an operation, experi-

enced the local private hire

driver disappearing out of sight

(in the rain) whilst he found a

suitable place to do a three-

point-turn.  There could be no

better example of how the

iconic London cab would have

swung around and stopped at

my feet on the edge of the

pavement.  This is the profes-

sionalism of the London cab-

bie, unrivalled anywhere in the

World.  Dismiss this skill at

your peril, u-turn capability is

directly complimentary to

accessibility. 

There is another problem,

highlighted by the Merc',

should varying u-turn capabili-

ties become commonplace.

When a taxi struggles to pull

alongside a hailing the poten-

tial passenger will simply hail

again and ignore the cabby's

attempt to offer service.  Worst

still, it is becoming more com-

mon for drivers to jump in and

steal the job, either knowingly

or unwittingly.  Camaraderie is

on the wane, we don't need it

disappearing altogether. 

For those that have whinged

over the decades about the

cost of receipt printers, wheel-

chair access, emission control

and u-turn capabilities; please

remember that these costs are

factored annually into the fare

you charge.

Yours Truly,

Seventh Estate 
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Mr John Mason (Director, taxi and private hire)

Explains new private hire operators one
strike and out policy

Firstly I would like to wish all readers

a very Happy New Year. With 2009

now behind us we look towards a

very busy 2010, there is clearly

much for me and my  team at TfL to

do in the year ahead. 
As is reported in this edition, over

Christmas I wrote to all private hire 

operators who run "satellite" offices and

the venues that these operations run from.

The very clear message I gave them is that

these operations must be run in accordance

with our requirements. That is that all book-

ings must be taken inside the venue and

any instances of bookings being taken out-

side is unacceptable. 

With my enforcement team and the Can

Enforcement unit working together any fail-

ure to comply this with requirement will lead

to suspension or revokation of the operator

license. 

Whilst I appreciate that there is a lot of

anger in the taxi trade regarding the opera-

tion of satellite offices they do form a key

part of our Safer Travel at Night initiative

and, operated correctly, they offer cus-

tomers freedom of choice between a

licensed, pre booked private hire vehicle or

a licenced London taxi. 

However, having seen the issues first

hand I agree that action must be taken to

ensure all these operation are operated cor-

rectly and the taking of bookings outside the

venues is unacceptable, constitutes touting

and, in fact, can lead to increased risk of

customers using unlicensed minicabs. 

We won't address all the issues you have

overnight and I appreciate that you may

come across instances of where you

believe operators are not complying with the

requirements. However I can assure you

that we will act where we have clear evi-

dence and we will follow through with the

strongest possible action where the evi-

dence we have is sufficient to defend and

subsequent appeal from operators. 

It is worth mentioning that in response to

my letter all the responses from operators I

have had have been totally supportive of

this approach. 

Thank you for your continued support and

feedback. Please do not hesitate to contact

me with any reports of operators you feel

EXCLUSIVE

Private Hire Operators warned:

'One strike and you're also out'

* Transport for London (TfL) toughens

up the rules against touts

* Operators could lose their license

and face being prosecuted if their staff

are caught touting

From 1 January 2010 the 'one strike

and you're out' policy introduced in

August 2008 to tackle touting was

expanded to include private hire

operators based in late night venues.

Previously, the policy only applied to

licensed private hire drivers convicted

of touting. To date, more than 230 pri-

vate hire drivers' licenses have been

revoked or refused renewal as a result

of the 'one strike and you're out' policy.

As part of TfL's continued commitment

to combating illegal cab touting, private 

hire operators in the Capital have

been warned that if their staff are found

not to be complying with the licensed

operator rules, they will be penalised

and, if necessary, prosecuted.

Private hire operators, including those

based in late night venues are remind-

ed that:

*         Bookings must only be taken

inside the premises that are covered by 

the TfL private hire license, and that

the license should be on display;

*         Staff must not take bookings

outside a building that has a private

hire license and are prohibited from

soliciting for hire under any

circumstances;

*         Private hire drivers must not

park or wait illegally outside venues.

John Mason, Director of Taxi and

Private Hire at Transport for London,

said: "We know the public have con-

cerns about taxi touts and that there is

particular confusion when licensed

operators' staff work outside venues.

As a result I've reissued guidelines to

the relevant operators and venues, and

instructed my enforcement teams to

extend the 'one strike and you're out'

policy.

"The TfL funded Metropolitan Police

Safer Transport Command continues to

clamp down on illegal cabs, and we are

determined to tackle any issues

surrounding this matter head on. 

It's important that every Londoner

understands the difference between

legal taxis and minicabs on the one

hand, and illegal cabs and touts on the

other.  It is a legal requirement to

pre-book minicabs, and if you don't you

are putting yourself at risk.

"My message to operators and venue

managers is that it's essential you

make your staff understand and abide

by the law, and we will be pushing for

the strongest possible penalties if

operators and their staff are found not

to be complying with the regulations."

Press release

TfL one strike and out policy for private hire operators
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PCO'S one strike and out
-policy for operators

EXPIRES AT MIDNIGHT !

Yellow fever
Since the last issue of the Badge

much has happened regarding plate

recognition and the question we

asked: 'Are the canaries flying the

coop?'
Well, the information we received from

Safer Transport Control (STC) would sug-

gest that not only were they flying but it

seems they are migrating to greener pas-

tures.

Over the last month the (STC) and the

Public Carriage Office (PCO) have carried

out a high number of badge and bill checks

and their discoveries have been alarming to

say the least.

On the first night of their operation they

stopped at the Coventry Street rank, here

they found four taxis on the stand and out

of the four 2 were yellow badge drivers.

One was a knowledge boy, and one was a

taxi garage proprietor.  Later that night two

more yellow badge drivers were caught

with fares on board (the passengers have

given evidence to aid a prosecution).  But

more worrying is that they also caught a

driver without any badge or bill who had

been lent a taxi by his friend so he could

come in and work the streets at the week-

end!

In light of this dangerous and damning

information that has come to light we now

feel that the plate on the back of ALL taxis

should be either green or yellow (see mock

up pictures), accompanied with your per-

sonal badge number on the plate. The plate

then identifies the driver.  So if you are rent-

ing a taxi all you would need to do is screw

your own plate onto the back of the taxi.

The plate then becomes your property.

Then, if you decide to buy a taxi, you just

take your plate off and put it on to your new

one etc.,etc.  Then when you go to the

PCO to renew your badge and bill you will

also renew your plate as well . 

This would not only help Cab

Enforcement in their efforts to stop touting

by yellow badges, but give cab drivers in

Central London and in different yellow sec-

tors the information to enforce any abuse

by drivers straying.           

BY TONY Mc

On Friday the 22nd of January the

Public Carriage Office issued a PCO

notice stating that any Private Hire

operators seen taking bookings in

the street and parking their cars

outside any venue in the London

metropolitan area will have their

licenses revoked under the new one

strike and you're out Initiative 
The one strike and out policy started with

the mini cab drivers and was a direct

response by the Mayor Boris Johnson to

the night time tour given to him by the Clubs

Chairman Grant Davis several months ago.

So on that same night the PCO and the

City of London Police together launched a

massive campaign to tackle the out of

control situation of touting and clipboard

Johnnie's in the city. I am lead to believe

that early on in the evening they did achieve

some good results at various venues and

we hope this is a long term operation.

With a massive presence outside ABA-

CUS one of the city of London touting hot

spots they had cleared the whole of CORN-

HILL from all the touts and their cars within

seconds, as the touts fled on seeing the

police and the PCO arrive. They were

observing the " bold as brass "clipboard

Johnnie outside ABACUS with his high viz

and clipboard in hand for a good twenty

minutes gathering evidence, whilst waiting

to pounce and issue him with a summons

for operating outside the new guidelines set

out by the PCO just 24 hours ago.

The time had come, and the PCO and

the city of London swooped, and after a

short discussion with the clipboard Johnnie

the PCO and the City of London police walk

away empty handed.

Shocked at the outcome  I asked what

had happened and this was their response

to me :  After their chat with the operator it

now turns out that they were running a

double booking system, where the first

booking was made by a clipboard Johnnie

inside ABACUS and then sent to a second

clipboard Johnnie outside ABACUS on the

pavement.  He was told this was so they

could put the customers into the right car !

On hearing this the PCO was quite happy

with this procedure and left the clipboard

Johnnie to continue working .Well I tell you

something gentlemen, I was gutted. I had

high hopes for this new policy you know as

well as I do, the second the  police and the

PCO have left the scene then it will be back

to business as usual  for them, and there

will be nothing the  Safer Transport Control

( STC )  the City of London police, or the

PCO can do about it so in my view the

PCO notice that was sent out on that

morning had expired at midnight. As I have

said you cannot blame the PCO, STC, or

the C.O.L.P for this as they worked together

to try and stop the madness, but yet again it

shows us that these Satellite Offices are still

unenforceable and still out of control.

Another grey area has now arisen

because the mini cab Operators seem

to always be one step ahead of the

PCO .I was told by Inspector Ryland of

the City Of London Police whom  It must

be said was doing a fantastic job on the

night in question, that tougher parking

restrictions was going to be Introduced

and a rank outside ABACUS was on its

way.

If this is the case then it is to be

applauded, but once again I will not hold

my breath.
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Due to the continuing harassment

and abuse received by Licensed

Taxi Cab Drivers at night whilst

plying for hire on Legally

Approved Taxi Ranks the L.C.D.C

have taken the dramatic step of

employing security guards to pro-

tect not only the drivers, but also

members of the Public who are

being Harassed and Intimidated by

Illegal Mini Cab touts. 
It is a sad state of affairs that we have

been forced to take such dramatic action

as the Authorities responsible for law

enforcement in this area seem unable or

unwilling to do what is required to deal

with this massive problem which has got

totally out of control. 

One of the main reasons for Introducing

this initiative is that if a Licensed Taxi

Driver is threatened or abused by touts

the driver has to stay sat in his vehicle,

because as we all know if you were to

get out and a altercation arises then it is

you and your bill which will be at risk..

The touts are fully aware of the con-

straints which we work under and take

full advantage of this. Hopefully the intro-

duction of the security marshalls at cer-

tain venues in the Capital will give the

drivers some much needed support.

We at the Club will be running the pilot

scheme for one month just to gauge

reaction from the Trade and members of

the Public. This is all about creating a

safe and secure workplace for the night

drivers and also help members of the

Public find a Taxi without the fear of 

harassment and Intimidation from Illegal

Touts.

L.C.D.C hires security
to protect drivers

THIS SCHEME COMES

INTO EFFECT

FROM THURSDAY 

4TH FEB AT 

NOBU 11PM - 12PM

TIGER TIGER 12PM - 4.AM

PLEASE HELP SUPPORT

THIS BOLD INITIATIVE

The latest set of accounts

have just been published for

the year 31st December 2008

and once again makes inter-

esting reading.

The Independent Qualified

Examiner states that :

" Whilst explanations were

recorded for all expenditure

included in the accounts,

£6,208 was in respect of expen-

diture for which no 

supplier invoice or other third

party documentation was

available " .

With this figure on top of the

£38,000 in the previous three

years accounts, this brings the

total monies unaccounted for to

over £44,000.

How much longer can the

Charity Commission let the

Cabmens Shelter Fund be run

in such a shambolic fashion.

We at the LCDC have offered

the Trustees of the Fund on

numerous occasions the oppor-

tunity to explain what is going

on, but to date the silence is

deafening.

In the latest Annual Report and

Financial Report for the year in

question the Principal Office is

given as T & G Headquarters,

218 Green Lanes,London

N42HB.

The LCDC contacted Mr Jim

Kelly of Unite and Informed him

of the address on the report,

and to put it mildly he most

most surprised as the T&G had

severed connections with the

Cabmans Shelter Fund many

years ago and he would be

looking into why they are still

using the T&G`s address.

This is no way to run what is

one of the great Institutions of

the London Cab Trade, and we

believe that it is high time this

was sorted out once and for all.

GREEN SHELTER UPDATE
Cabmens shelter fund: Another 6K unaccounted for
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Membership
Matters 
with Abi

To all members with any
queries or any new 
members who wish to be
sent a membership 
form please call 
Abi on 0207 394 5553

The myth of the 
one stop shop

M WALKER

L.C.D.C Member

Anyone familiar with our major

radio circuits will be familiar with

the "one stop shop (OSS)". It is

the name for the procedure that

basically allows customers to

choose or be allocated a car, as

apposed to a taxi, for their jour-

ney. 
The OSS benefits everybody involved

except the taxi driver. The circuit gains

because if the customer wants a car, the

circuit either supplies the car themselves

or earn a commission for passing the

ride to a car company, when they would

otherwise have earned nothing. The cus-

tomer gains because they don't have to

bother with choosing between different

suppliers, saving money and time.

The poor old driver loses out though

because our competition is internalised

into our circuits' systems. By this I mean

that there are factors built into the sys-

tems that allows the system, rather than

the customer at order point, to decide

whether to allocate a car or taxi. While

there are refinements the basic terms of

reference are that where there is a taxi/

car contract if it is a long journey and

pre-booked, the job will go into a car. If

the job begins and ends in the central

area, it goes into a taxi.

If a driver questions the value of the

OSS, the circuit will tell him/her that this

is a customer-driven phenomenon. They

have to adopt the OSS as the customer

demands this service and will go else-

where if it is not offered. This is the

myth.

If it is not myth, then can somebody

explain this. Comcab is the biggest of

the three main circuits in terms of

turnover and profit. In their last pub-

lished accounts to 31 December 2008,

Comcab produced a turnover of £59 mil-

lion plus. Comcab operate a one stop

shop system.

On the other hand, Addison Lee are the

biggest PH operator in London. In their

last published accounts to 31 August

2008, Addison Lee produced a turnover

of  £87 million plus. Addison Lee do not

offer their customers a one stop shop.

So, the question is how come our radio

circuits have to offer a one stop shop

because the customers demand it, yet

Addison Lee took very nearly 50% more

than Comcab without offering a one stop

shop to its customers? To me, it rather

makes the reasons given by our circuits

for a one stop shop look more like

excuses. The real reason may lie in the

profitability of the one stop shop. After

all, Comcab made a much higher profit

on a much smaller turnover than

Addison Lee. Obviously there are other

factors involved but it looks a more plau-

sible answer to why the circuits have a

OSS than the ones they have given us.

So, who's to blame for the one stop

shop? The circuit managements? No. If

you are an LTDA member, a DAC mem-

ber, a shareholder in RTG or a sub-

scriber to any of the circuits, then you

are to blame. As an LTDA member you

are effectively a shareholder in

Comcab. As a DAC member you are

one of the owners and the same goes

for a RTG shareholder. You should be

complaining about it, collectively, if you

don't like it.

If you are a subscriber, you should be

acting collectively with other sub-

scribers to make your voice felt and to

express your opposition to the policy of

one stop shops.

Of course, if you approve of the one

stop shop, you need do nothing more

than watch more and more work go into

the cars.
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In last month's edition of

The Badge I submitted a let-

ter for publication express-

ing my growing concerns

regarding the fact that yel-

low badge drivers had been

allocated work from what I

believe to be an exclusive

green badge area (i.e. the

City Of London).
Over a period of time some of

the drivers on ComCab who reg-

ularly work City Airport began to

recognise yellow badge drivers

fitted with ComCab terminals in

Spital Square E1. Some of these

drivers made complaints to Mr

Phil Kirby at ComCab regarding

this situation and to their aston-

ishment he told them that this

was okay for the yellow badge

drivers to pick up at the Allen &

Overy account.

On being told this, the con-

cerned drivers then started to

collect taxi registration numbers

of the offending suburban drivers

which was then passed on to the

Public Carriage Office.

Action was then taken by the

PCO which resulted in this prac-

tice coming to a stop.

After much consultation with the

PCO, ComCab issued a notice

stating exactly what a suburban

driver can and cannot do.  This

was given out by hand by the

ComCab Marshall, Mr John

Williams.

Whilst all this was going on I

myself picked up an account

customer from Allen & Overy

going to Twickenham. On com-

mencing the journey he asked

me if I knew the way.  On inform-

ing him that I did he seemed

pleasantly surprised as some-

times in the past the drivers had

informed him that they were sub-

urban drivers and asked if he

could help them with directions.

A few months later I believe

ComCab was no longer picking

up from Allen & Overy.

I then rang ComCab General

Manager Mr Malcolm Paice and

asked him why we were no

longer picking up from A&O.  He

said to me that we had not lost

the account but the work was

now being done by Addison Lee.

When I put it to Mr Paice that the

reason they were no longer

using ComCab was due to the

reason of using suburban drivers

who did not know where they

were going, he replied that, "He

would gladly put yellow badges

back in there tomorrow to cover

this work if Allen & Overy decid-

ed to use us again."

At my complaints hearing I was

expelled on the charge of

Conduct Prejudicial to the com-

pany, which quite frankly is an

outrage as they were the ones

who had been breaking the rules

set out by the PCO, not me.  I

was only standing up for the

rights of green badge drivers on

ComCab.  It is high time that all

radio circuit drivers wake up and

realise what is being done with

the money they pay in way of

subscriptions and how it is being

used to undermine our ability to

earn a living.

Mr D.Sullivan

Dial a cab experience biggest 
downturn in 56 years
Chairman Brian Rice wrote

in the Dial A Cab Annual

report that the society had

experienced the sharpest fall

in turnover in over 56 years

of trading. Turnover fell

£15.9m( 32% drop from last

year ).  As a result DAC had a

trading loss of £236.000.

Mr. Rice went on to say that

he believed it could be several

years before business returned

to normal. Once again he was

forced to defend the controver-

sial booking system Concierge

introduced five years ago, say-

ing how 'beneficial booking pri-

vate hire vehicles was to his

members'. As usual no financial

evidence was produced to sup-

port this claim.

However the 2007 balance

sheet shows that on a turnover

of £49.9m the staff costs were

£4.5m, and that DAC had an

operating surplus £976,000.

The 2009 balance sheet reads

that on turnover of £33.6m, the

staff costs were £4.5m, and that

DAC had an operating deficit of

£236,000.

Regularly, in Call Sign  maga-

zine, members are informed

that thanks to Concierge they

are able to retain individual cor-

porate accounts worth up to

£7m a year; £5m in members'

cabs and £2m in cars. One has

only to drive past Deutsche

Bank to see that the cars regu-

larly outnumber taxis 3 to 1.  Is

it not now the time for the

B.O.M of DAC to come clean

with its members and inform

them just how much work being

processed by staff paid for by

DAC members is actually book-

ing work to go in the back of

their taxis? How are the mem-

bers not to know that it could be

£5m in cars and £2m in taxis?

Last year over 308 drivers left

DAC; long gone are the days of

a 2 year waiting list to join -

Now you have to wait 6 weeks

to strip out!

L.C.D.C.
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS

Comcab expels LCDC member for

raising his concerns over yellow badges
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Satellite pimp offices
The PCO Let Standards Slip Even Further

By Tony  Mc

You may be forgiven if you

thought this picture was taken

amongst the back streets of

Hong Kong, but how wrong you

would be: right type of food but

wrong country. This picture was

taken in Chinatown, London,

England, year 2010.  This is a

satellite office licensed by the

Public Carriage Office in Little

Newport St W1.
Many years ago Westminster City

Council and the government went to

great lengths to stop girls of the night

soliciting themselves from the door-

ways of Chinatown and Soho, now the

PCO in their infinite wisdom have let

the private hire operators open satellite

offices in the very same doorways and

solicit the public ( TOUT ), and with

Westminster City Council operating a

blind eye policy by allowing their cars

to park on double yellow lines, dis-

abled bays and allow them to ply for

hire on the street with no fear from the

authorities.

Maybe the parking attendants need to

dress in fur coats and start wearing the

bling!

If this is not bad enough, as you can

see in our pictures you can now oper-

ate a minicab office with just a fold up

chair, a clipboard and a heater to keep

you warm in the winter.  All this for just

£75 quid.  Can this be what the head

of standards at the PCO, Mary

Dowdye, had in mind when she signed

off the need for mini cab offices to

have planning permission?

What good has the licensing of mini

cabs achieved?

Are you really telling me that a chair

and a heater in a doorway is the best

that the PCO accepts from a Licensed

Operator in the middle of Central

London? What a great advert for the

Capital!

There are lots more of these satellite

pimp offices in and around Central

London all operating in the same way,

some of these doorways are access to

flats above where people live - there

must be a heath and safety issue here

surely.  What about if a fire occurred in

a upstairs flat but the doorway and

stairways were filled with drivers and

members of the public waiting for their

mini cab?

The office they have registered on

Little Newport Street is owned by Mr 

Ghualm Nabi Zandair of 'British Cars'.

We have also found out he operates

another doorway mini cab service on

24 Wardour Street.

Where are the PCO and their compli-

ance teams in all this?  Have they vis-

ited these premises and given them a

clean bill of health or don't they bother

anymore?

Are there numerous operators flout-

ing the PCO guidelines now that the

towel has well and truly been thrown

in?

What more do we have to do to prove

that satellite offices are 

DANGEROUS! 

ILLEGAL! 

UNENFORCEABLE?

Officer: “Have you seen an illegal 

operator in this area by chance?”
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BY ALAN MAC

The LCDC recently visited the

Just Knowledge School in Pitsea,

Essex.  We went there after being

invited by John Sultana, who

runs the school, to talk to the

men and women there who are

doing their yellow and green

badges to try and let them know

what to expect when they pass

out and let them know how the

trade is at the moment.  
The two committee members -  Mr

Tony McGrady and Mr Tony Casey -

went armed with maps and points

books that we donated to the club on

behalf of the LCDC.  We found the

school to have a very friendly atmos-

phere with a very good turn out on the

night.

We believe the knowledge is very

important to the survival of the taxi

trade.  With around 10,000 on the

knowledge it shows that the trade is still

strong with people still seeing this as a

good career choice.  And not just a fick-

le career choice which seems to be the

way of the PH drivers.

So we would just like to thank John

for a good evening and would recom-

mend this school to anyone who is

doing the knowledge and lives in and

around the Pitsea area.

If you want to get in contact

Please call John Sultana: 

Just Knowledge, St. Cleres Golf Club,

London Road, Stanford Le Hope,

Essex,

SS17 OLX 

Telephone: (07930) 486936 

E-mail: 

enquires@just-knowledge.com

ALAN’S ANGLE

Yet again the taxi trade doesn't

seem to be that high on

Westminster Council's list of 

priorities. 
We have at the moment got ranks

missing after Westminster have com-

pleted their roads works only to forget to

paint our ranks back in. 

We are missing one in Stratton St;

there's only half a rank outside the

Westbury Hotel allowing PH drivers to

sit on the point. 

One cab space is also missing outside

the Sheraton Belgravia and also we are

waiting for a two-cab rank to be painted

in outside the IOD in Pall Mall. 

I recently spoke to someone from

Westminster who said: "The ranks were

high on their priority list". 

The funny thing is they always seem to

paint the double yellow lines in on the

same day the works are completed as

they don't want to be losing any rev-

enue over free parking.  But we suffer

from not being able to rank up and offer

the public a service. 

Let's also hope once the road works

are finished in Argyll St the much her-

alded rank outside Movida gets done

and we don't have to wait until Nov 5th

2010. 

Westminster it seems would rather see

their workmen park on our ranks than

paint them! 

Don't park on our ranks!  Paint them! 

We are only a month into the new

year and the taxi rumour mill is

already into full swing . Rumours

of a new taxi have sprung up on

the Internet of a new TX5 being

produced in China by the Geely

Company.
In 2007 the Geely Company formed a

joint venture with Manganese Bronze

Holdings in a deal to start manufactur-

ing the iconic London taxi in China.

Based of the TX4 production platform,

Geely is to extend its luxury sedan

industry chain in the near future and the

insiders estimate that the TX5 will most

likely be created as the small-sized

Rolls-Royce. The two-box sedan model

SL-1, with a 1.8L cvvt (continuous vari-

able valve timing) engine, is designed to

own a longer wheelbase.

Even though LTI  have denied all

knowledge of a new taxi. 

So could the TX5 be the saviour for

the TX range and LTI? 

LTI need to start making inroads back

into the market as the VITO sales seem

to be going from strength to strength.

The only teething problem with the

VITO seems to be real wheel steering.

The TX range apart from the TX1 has

had all sorts of ongoing problems.  

Rumoured, maybe, to have a Volvo

engine this new taxi could give us relia-

bility the drivers crave for.  

But if this is a complete red herring it

will give us something to talk about and

debate in the coming months whilst we

work our way through the kipper.    

Knowledge school visit

Could this be the new TX5?

Westminster City Council... 

PLEASE PAINT IN OUR RANKS!
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We have now moved into

the final year of the first

decade since the turn of

the millennium. There’s an

air of uneasiness within the

rank and file concerning

our industry and its

involvement with private

hire.
As I am writing, news has just

reached me that negotiations

have been held with one of the

big three radio circuits by yet

another “Johnny come lately”

PH outfit trying to join the feed-

ing frenzy that has been caused

mainly by demutualisation with-

in our industry. To me and you,

that means PH stealing food

from our plate!

http://chauffeur-

1st.com/Chauffeur-

First/News_files/December%20

2009%20newsletter.pdf

PH are getting more and more

organised, they are utilising the

latest technology; advertising

themselves blatantly as Taxi’s

and operating under the

umbrella of the licensed taxi

trade. Take a look at the exam-

ple website below.

http://www.londoncitytaxis.co.u

k/?_kk=london%20taxi&_kt=e28

9117f-7855-411e-8e30-

17e560061c73&gclid=CPL--

tO2x58CFZEA4wod0jLpJw

They are fully exploiting our

industry and capitalising on our

weaknesses and by the looks of

it creating their own network to

exploit us even further.

Martin Cox hails from within

our own industry and holds a

green badge, in my opinion he

is driven by financial gain; he is

a motivated individual and has

no conscience when something

comes between him and his

objectives. He is very much of

the same ilk as John Griffin, but

not in the same league! If any-

one has the ability and knowl-

edge to damage our trade and

mobilise the competition it’s

him! Believe me the only thing

he will bring to our industry

gates is a Trojan horse, compli-

ments of him and his PH

friends!

So far to date we have lost two

thirds of our radio circuits forev-

er to demutualisation. This in

itself means that the drivers on

those circuits no longer have a

say how those companies are

run and what policies they may

choose to adopt.

Com Cab, if you check out

their website, makes no attempt

to hide that PH is an integral

part of their business. They

offer licensed taxi's as well as

all the other attributes that PH

offer ; hotel/airport transfers,

airport meet and greet etc  and

it’s looking like this work is all

going through the Com Cab

system!

Radio Taxis Group's website

offer similar services to cus-

tomers; they are also openly

promoting a PH facility,

although it is offered in a differ-

ent wrapper. i.e.:- Ground trans-

portation service, one stop-

shop etc.

Dial a Cab however doesn’t

actually promote these services

on their website, but they do

have a system that’s tailor

made to facilitate PH to access

work through Dial a Cab's "vir-

tual backdoor", and this system

is quite possibly being used as

a selling point to customers!

Dial a Cab is the last corner-

stone of our industry that is still

in the hands of the drivers,

once it is lost, the face of our

industry as we know it will

change forever! 

We will be overrun by private

hire, night- time drivers will

decrease due to the lack of

account work and the current

epidemic we are seeing now

with PH will turn into a plague!

Dial a Cab’s board of manage-

ment only operate on the basis

of short term gain, they seem to

be oblivious of the dangers of

the long term loss their involve-

ment with PH could bring to its

business and most of all, to the

drivers. 

For more than ten years these

individuals have been riding on

the crest of a wave of a buoy-

ant economy, bragging at times

that they are running a 50 mil-

lion pound business. It's the

only 50 million pound business I

can think of that doesn't invest,

promote, advertise, nor exploit

the latest APS and technology

to generate, increase work and

open new accounts. In fact

Tweet a London Cab on a shoe

string are achieving more, and

making them look rather pathet-

ic.

The current BOM at Dial a Cab

are spent, dry and clueless,

with a betting office punters

approach to business! 

Computer Cab's great success

was built on the back of cash

work and them embracing new

technology, the theory that a

short term loss would lead to a

long term gain; as lots of its

accounts were generated

through the cash system.

The word loss leader doesn't

exist at Dial a Cab, and we can

see already that the rot is set-

ting in. The BOM are flounder-

ing, the lack of drive, initiative

and innovation is everything

you would expect to find in a

poor management team, their

negative attitudes, comments

and articles are all they have

left to offer!

Their only avenue of expan-

sion and increasing revenue

revolves around PH; once again

a short term gain for Dial a Cab

as a business, and a long term

loss for the drivers and our

trade!

London Taxi's should be oper-

ating out to the boundaries of

the six mile radius, utilising the

latest technology and hitting the

likes of Addison Lee for six,

basically beating PH at their

own game. We should be fight-

ing PH for every last piece of

ground; not helping them gain

credibility and a foothold in our

business, but hitting them

where it hurts, cash work, cash

work and more cash work.

Unfortunately the radio circuits

have no interest in promoting

our business, and to an extent

can be no longer trusted!

Two thirds of them have no

affiliation to us or what we care

about; to them it’s just business

and money.  

The other third Dial a Cab has-

n’t been run as friendly society

for many years.

Most of the drivers are afraid

to speak out and the BOM have

far exceeded reasonable

behaviour and attitude towards

the drivers, in fact they have

been intimidating to an extent.

Dial a Cab’s BOM relies on

complacency, fear and driver

apathy!

The question isn’t how we can

take back our work; first we

have to take back what’s left of

our industry and then protect it

at all costs!  

For those of you that are will-

ing to lie down while the PH

parasite embeds itself ever

deeper into the body of our

trade to feed,  “with a little help

of the radio circuits and a few

other individuals.”

I suggest you all think twice,

because the old mantra of “just

take your money, go home the

job will be there tomorrow, next

week and next year!” well, I

have news for you, “IT WON’T”!

Reproduced by kind 

permission of the 

www.thenissenhut.blogspot.com


